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Question: 1
Which two statements about journal mailboxes are true? (Choose two.)
A. Journal mailboxes store messages temporarily.
B. Journal mailboxes store messages for transfer to EmailXaminer.
C. Journal mailboxes can be set up for use across multiple Exchange servers.
D. Journal mailboxes managed by the EX server can be viewed at the Folder hierarchical level.
Answer: A, C
Question: 2
What will enabling "Remove Duplicates" prior to performing a search accomplish?
A. Removes duplicate instances of a message from the archive
B. Returns only messages that are not a part of a distribution list
C. Returns only the first instance of a message sent to a distribution list
D. Removes duplicate instances of a message from the information store
E. Removes duplicate instances of a message from the search results page
Answer: E
Question: 3
What are three types of authentication that can be used for the web client login? (Choose three.)
A. MAPI
B. POP4
C. POP3
D. IMAP3
E. IMAP4
Answer: A, C, E
Question: 4
Which EmailXtender service is responsible for closing containers?
A. ExIndex
B. ExEmail
C. ExVolMgr
D. ExArchive
E. ExAddrRule
Answer: D
Question: 5
What should you do to permanently remove volumes from the message storage drive?
A. In the Message Center's Monthly view, you select Dispose Monthly Data.
B. In the Message Center's Volume view, you select Dispose Monthly Data.
C. In the Message Center's Volume view, you select Remove Monthly Index and then select
Dispose Monthly Data.
D. In the Message Center's Monthly view, you select Dispose Monthly Data and then physically
delete the corresponding folder from the storage drive.
E. In the Message Center's Monthly view, you select Remove Monthly Index and then physically
delete the corresponding folder from the storage drive.
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